
elementary program overviewelementary program overview
Whether your church is 3000 or 30, it’s hard to find all the resources you need for your 

children’s ministry. That’s where Johnny Rogers comes in.   This interactive media-based resource for 
grades 1st – 6th contains everything you need for a complete program package.   Johnny Rogers comes 

with simple instructions and is so easy to use.  You’ll spend less time preparing and more time 
making an impact with your kids.

Delivered on DVD, with print materials on CD-ROM, each week contains 7 distinct yet 
complementary components, preprogrammed and ready to go!  Our program is 

modular, so it can fit virtually any time configuration,
ranging from 45 minute - 2 hours.
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10- 15 Min

The ultimate virtual teacher, JOHNNY delivers 
dynamic lessons with fun, fast paced humor. 

With innovative messages and engaging interactivity,
his compelling application-based Bible lessons have 

already impacted hundreds of thousands of kids. 
With your emcee, the DVD will lead

you through all the elements in 
the large group time. 

DVD

life-application lessons

life-application lessons

3 - 15 Min
DVD

VVW
During check-in, three high-energy music videos 

will keep things moving.  Game stations around the 
room work perfectly with the on-screen visuals.

When it's time to start the transition to the program, 
a countdown kicks off the video, launching

the KIDMO experience. 

8 - 10 Min

 Facilitated by your emcee, KWIZMO review 
reinforces the lesson with competition-based 

questions.  It’s a wild and zany time!
Plus, it’s so easy to use.

DVD

5 -10 Min

MEMORY MAX utilizes hand motions, 
pneumonics and many other surprises.  Your 

group will increase its scripture retention anywhere 
from 30% to 80%.   Memory Max is so easy and 

effective,  you’ll never look at scripture 
memory the same way again!

DVD

BIBLE MEMORY

10 - 45 Min

With KIDMO, your job is easy! Simply print 
the LEADER Q-CARD from the CD-ROM and get 

it in every leader’s hands.  Each Q-Card contains three 
simple questions that help children apply God’s word 
into their everyday lives.  We also provide a detailed 

lesson plan with additional games 
and activities. 

CD-Rom

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

1 - 15 Min
CD-Rom

MAP BOOK is a take-home study guide that 
reinforces the principles of the teaching video.

It contains practical examples of how to live out 
the lesson. 

The MAP Book can also be used during 
small-group class time.

10 Min

Each week three K’Motion songs are 
delivered in music video form with on-screen

lyrics and lots of energy to invite participation. 
It’s worship that’s fun and infectious!

DVD


